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THE PATH FORWARD FROM CORONAVIRUS COVID-19
Cascading Economic Destruction Is
Met By Massive Policy Responses
And Acceptance Of Reality

2020

The Economy Starts To Recover In
Full As People Become Comfortable
With Health & Finances Again

2021

Lingering Economic Weakness With
Inflationary Policy Creates Potential
For Stagflation

2022
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The first wave and second wave of Covid-19 are overlapping and driving up hospitalizations and deaths. This is
negative for the economy and asset markets. The fed is buying bonds to offset the financial pressure and running
up debt. Markets have become shaky recently, but, remain stubbornly overvalued. Will economic reality set in
soon? Probably, but, enough money and a hope for medical miracle have people unwilling to sell just yet.

COVID-19 HOSPITALIZATIONS AND DEATHS ARE NO LONGER DECREASING.

 Despite continued progress in New York City, there are now over 20 states with upward trends in infections,

hospitalizations and deaths.
 Houston is at a crisis level.
 There is every reason to believe that cities will reimpose restrictions again this autumn.

 Vaccine news is narrated as positive; however, we know that the first vaccines will not prevent COVID-19, rather, will

simply reduce symptoms and increase odds of survival. That is clearly a step in the right direction, but I do not
believe that is the public understanding of what the first vaccines will do.

HEADLINES ARE NOT TREATMENTS AND VACCINES
 I believe we are 1-2 years from a vaccine

that dramatically reduces your odds of
getting COVID-19. Most experts and
evidence suggests that is about the right
timeline.
 Early vaccines will reduce symptoms, but

not materially reduce chance of infection.
 After the health questions, the next

question becomes, how will a partial
solution impact the economy?

 Despite the headline hype, the new antiviral

treatments are essentially emergency
medicine.
 Will you want to risk an extended stay in the

ICU just because your chances of dying
were dramatically reduced?
 I believe many Baby Boomers spending

habits have been dramatically altered due
to COVID-19 and that could last for a few
years or longer.

THE RACE TO A
VACCINE

There are multiple technologies

competing to create a vaccine for
multiple vaccines for COVID-19.
Mass production of a vaccine won’t

happen until 2021.
We should keep in mind that COVID-

19 is like a cold that is deadly super
charged and we have never beaten the
cold.

WHAT IS AN INVESTOR TO THINK ABOUT IN THE FACE OF COVID-19?
The state of economic reopening.

When will economic demand get back to 2019 levels?



Many businesses are still limited not only by regulation, but by
aggregate demand.



The idea demand will return to normal this year is completely
clueless in my opinion – I’m looking at you Morgan Stanley.



This is likely to last at least another year.





Supply chains remain challenged, particularly where working
in close quarters is required, such as, meat processing and
assembly lines.

A “V” shape economic recovery is virtually impossible,
regardless of what stocks say in the short-term.



The “W” shape recovery is gaining favor, which is essentially a
double dip recession (what I forecast 2 years ago).



I think the middle of the “W” is a lot shorter. In other words, we
are getting a small summer rebound because people can eat
and play outside, as well as, go to stores with open air
entrances. That will all disappear with worse late autumn
weather and a more significant second wave of Coronavirus.



The Federal Reserve is doing what it can to prop up debt
markets so that companies can buy time to make it through
the disease.



The economy might have already stopped getting worse.

ECONOMIC
INDICATORS
AREN’T BAD

THEY ARE
HORRIBLE

UNEMPLOYMENT
New claims topped 2m again this
week. Continuing claims came
down a bit but still exceed 20
million. The news was trumpeted
as “less bad.”
As companies get their PPP loan
forgiveness, they can lay off
employees. That is an entire pool
of people we need to worry about
losing jobs. We should expect a
new, but smaller, wave in of new
unemployed. Will falling
continuing claims offset the new
cases?

LABOR FORCE LEVEL IS HAVING A SHARP CONTRACTION.
ALL GAINS FROM PAST DECADE HAVE BEEN WIPED OUT.

ISM EMPLOYMENT WAS FLAT FOR 2 YEARS AND NOW COLLAPSED.

AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS WORKED

EVEN THE 1930S HAD REBOUNDS, DON’T GET EXCITED BY BLIPS

CONSUMER CONFIDENCE WILL BE LOW UNTIL
A VACCINE IS BEING DISTRIBUTED

EVEN THE 1930S HAD REBOUNDS, DON’T GET EXCITED BY BLIPS

NEW HOME PERMITS INDICATE WEAK BUYERS AND BUILDERS

MO MONEY, MO MONEY, MO MONEY
CAN MORE MONEY REALLY STIMULATE GROWTH IF THERE IS A HEALTH CRISIS?

BELIEFS THAT THE FED CAN FLOAT THE STOCK MARKET ARE MISPLACED


The number one marginal buyer in the stock market
the past 4 years has been the corporations themselves
buying back their own stock.



Goldman Sachs estimates that half of buybacks will
disappear versus last year, which was down from the
prior year.



I believe that buybacks will fall over 70% and not
recover until mid-decade.



That leaves a lot of downside for stocks. Fair value of
the S&P 500 against optimistic 2021 earnings
forecasts is about 2500. I think fair value is closer to
2200. Sentiment could drive stocks much lower.

 The Fed is doing everything it can to avoid letting

the bond market fall into chaos and the banking
system to collapse.
 They Fed should be able to backstop the bond

market and protect banks, but at the cost of
needing its own bailout someday.
 However, it is not legal for the Fed to buy stocks

and making it legal would take an act of Congress
where the will, and hopefully good judgement,
would prevent such an act.

FED BLEW ITS
WAD ALREADY

WHAT ARE SOME THINGS THAN CAN HAPPEN IF THE ECONOMY HAS
TO BE STOPPED AGAIN OR SIMPLY DOES NOT ACCELERATE SOON?
Domestically


The oil industry continues to default on debts,
weighing heavily on the bond market and banks.



Retail and office real estate feel the strain of rent
payments not coming in causing dividend cuts and
mortgage defaults, which rolls downhill to the bond
market and banks.



With lower consumer demand, many, many companies
have to go through bankruptcy, defaulting on debts,
which rolls downhill to the bond market and banks (get
the drift).

Internationally


A flight to safety means that dollars will become scarce
and the value of the dollar will surge driving many
asset prices down.



Emerging markets will find it hard to pay their debts
and will have to default or renegotiate.



The EU will be unable to coordinate enough relief to
avoid a painful long-term recession.



China stops being the other large driver of global
demand after the U.S.

AS THE WORK FROM HOME ECONOMY EMERGES &
WE TAKE A BREAK FROM CROWDED SETTINGS
Positives
 Technology & Tech Support
 Communications
 Cloud
 AI – Machine Learning
 AR & VR
 Biotech & Pharma
 Delivery Services
 Grocery
 Home Building (2022)

 Logistics

INDICATORS DEMONSTRATE THAT THE STOCK MARKET IS
TOPPING AGAIN – BUT HIGH MONEY MARKET ASSETS &
MEDIUM MARGIN MEAN IT COULD RALLY MORE
MIND THE TECHNICAL INDICATORS, THE LIQUIDITY INDICATORS AND SENTIMENT INDICATORS – WHERE ARE THE EXTREMES?

SMART MONEY VS
DUMB MONEY
Essentially, big
investors vs small
investors. Whose side
do you want to be on?

ROBINHOOD CHASING THE OTHER WAY?

SO, ARE “STONKS” BAD NOW?

BEARISH TO
NEUTRAL OVERALL
Markets can rise in a perceived
neutral environment for a while.

“The markets can remain
irrational longer than you can
remain solvent.”

BIG MONEY VS
LITTLE MONEY
The following indicator considers
things like put/call ratios,
leverage, big orders vs little
orders, time of orders…
It might be different this time,
but the little guys has never been
right for long when the big guys
have gone the other way.

VOLUME CLIFF: WHEN VOLUME FALLS FAR ENOUGH, THAT
MEANS THERE ARE NO MORE BUYERS.

HOW LOW CAN THE
S&P 500 GO?
Remember, there are 20 oil & gas

producers and service companies on
the S&P 500. While several will be
removed in June, more will drag down
that index for years, such as, Exxon and
Chevron. Also, consider the real estate,
retail, bank and other impacted “old
economy” companies. There is a lot of
shrinkage coming for over 100 S&P
500 components by my count.

SPY COULD BE TARGETING THE 2015-2016 RANGE

TRADES TO MAKE NOW OR SOON
Buy GDX and GLD


There is a technical pullback underway in gold after
the strong rally. This is normal consolidation.



Sell cash-secured puts with strike prices at the first
support levels.



Buy outright near the stronger, lower, support levels.



Asset allocation of 15-20% of total assets on the highend.

Sell the Buyback Bubble, The S&P 500,
Banks, Homebuilders, Oil Stocks & Australia


Most stock buybacks will be eliminated, and many
dividends will be frozen or cut. Sell any company at risk of
dividend or buybacks cuts. There is over 100 in the S&P
500.



Banks will be hit hard by a deep 1 to 2-year recession and
lower for longer interest rates.



Home builders will not be able to find new customers due
to credit cycle or enough labor due to COVID-19.



Sell all oil stocks – even a war doesn’t help oil price now.



Sell Australia – resource & tourism driven economy largely
on back of China demand will suffer first recession in
decades.

I am looking to sell cash-secured puts on a few stocks that might be
added to the S&P 500. I am also looking to build my ETF portfolio again.

While inflows to the S&P 500 tend to put a floor under many stocks,
forced selling takes everything down in a correlated way.

S&P 500
ADDITIONS

With potential 401k cash-outs coming from the unemployed, we need to
remain cautious.

The main price zone I am looking to take long-term positions on my
favorite stocks is S&P 500 in from 2600-2800. If downward momentum is
high at that range, I will sell longer dated cash-secured puts at the money.
Use the support levels on the S&P 500 as areas to make incremental
changes to your portfolio, i.e. scale in.

ETF CHART BOOK FOR INVESTING IN THE 2020S
ETFS TO BUILD YOUR ASSET ALLOCATION WITH OR AROUND

ETF ASSET
ALLOCATION
Building your asset
allocation depends on
your goals, situation
and risk tolerance.
Have a plan on what
to do in a stock
market correction.

Invesco QQQ ETF (QQQ) is your core ETF holding. Look to build a 12% position
(of what you put in ETFs) that you almost never sell and another 12% that you
can trade as you see fit – swing or position.
The ARK Innovation ETF (ARKK) is an excellent managed ETF that can be a
main addition to your core. There is little need for you to trade it. Depending on
how aggressive you are, anywhere from 4% to 12% of your portfolio.
The various sector ETFs are all meant to be satellite positions of 4% to 8% of a
portfolio and can be effectively swing traded if you choose. Generally, cyclical
position trading with only 2 to 4 shifts per every few year cycle works well.
The Van Eck Gold Miners ETF (GDX) and SPDR Gold Shares ETF have very low
correlation to the S&P 500, so in my opinion, can replace half of your bond
allocation, or be about 16% of portfolio value if you don’t normally do bonds.
Mind the support levels. The biggest main support levels for the S&P 500 are
around 2600-2800, 2300-2400 and 2000-2200. Those are key zones to be an
incremental buyer of securities. Keep an eye on oversold indicators.

TACTICAL THOUGHTS
Legend

Upper & Lower Bounds Of Buy Zones



I am showing weekly charts suited for a broad look at the
markets.



Your risk tolerance, circumstances, time frame and how often
you trade will determine the price levels you buy at.



The yellow lines are the highest I would buy an asset. In
general, I am not buying the yellow line, but that is where I
really start to pay attention.





The red lines are bottom fishing prices, excluding the
Armageddon scenario. I am trying to buy close to those levels
or get net cost basis after premiums received close to those
levels.

The more you trade and shorter your trade time frames, the
more you should gravitate towards short-term charts (daily,
with 4 hour & hourly when you know you are close to buying)
and the higher bound of my buy zones to look for entries.



The less you trade and longer your trade time frames, the
more you should gravitate towards long-term charts (weekly,
with daily when you know you are close to buying) and the
lower bound of my buy zones to look for entries.



Scale in. Don’t try to be perfect. I usually invest 1/6 of
available cash, then half of what’s left, then the balance.



The green lines are an Armageddon scenario that I think is
only 10-20% likely, but that is high enough to be aware of.

CORE ETFS I AM
USING
Yellow boxes on charts represent “buy zones”

INVESCO QQQ
QQQ
Core large cap stock ETF focused
on the “new economy.”
Has outperformed S&P 500
historically by a significant margin
over most time frames.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/Pa
WduvpZ/
Buy zone depending on your goals,
situation and risk tolerance:
$192-146
ETF File: The Only ETF You Need To
Start Investing

ARKK INNOVATION
ARKK
Managed, not passive, focused ETF
investing in innovation.
Many stocks will be added to the S&P
500 over time. Complimentary to QQQ.
Extra exposure to TSLA.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/0j
Dxe3gH/
Buy zone depending on your goals,
situation and risk tolerance:
$61-42

Tech Trends From CES This Week: AI, 5G,
IoT, And More
The 'Smart Everything' World Can Make
You Smart Rich

INVESCO
WILDERHILL CLEAN
ENERGY ETF
PBW
Global ETF focused on multiindustry approach to clean energy.
One of top performing ETFs in
2020 and I believe has a very
bright future.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/FZ
8hOTDf/
Buy zone depending on your goals,
situation and risk tolerance:
$36-29

VAN ECK GOLD
MINERS ETF
GDX
Sustained higher gold price bodes well for
miner profits. Consolidated and cleaned up
companies are very efficient for the first
time in a long time. Monetary inflation is
happening and will continue until
normalization after Retirement System
bailout.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/61fxQDqp/
Buy zone depending on your goals, situation
and risk tolerance:

$33-25
Massive 2020s Gold And Gold Stock Bull
Market Is Just Beginning

SPDR GOLD TRUST
GLD
Gold is treated as a safe haven by many
investors. It is particularly strong when
monetary conditions enable it. More
importantly, the industry has tightened
supply in the face of rising demand. Gold
cut spike higher in coming years

https://www.tradingview.com/x/TdR
m2VBy/
Buy zone depending on your goals,
situation and risk tolerance:
$163-132

Massive 2020s Gold And Gold Stock Bull
Market Is Just Beginning

“SMART
EVERYTHING
WORLD” &
ALTERNATIVE
ENERGY RELATED
ETFS

Yellow boxes on charts represent “buy zones”

ISHARES
SEMICONDUCTOR ETF
SOXX
Semiconductors are the brains
that make the smart everything
world smart.

The top performing
subsector/industry over most
time frames the past 20 years.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/t
PEq3XKw/

Buy zone depending on your
goals, situation and risk
tolerance:
$221-148

INVESCO SOLAR ETF
TAN
The 2020s will be the solar
decade as growth rates stay in
well over 20% yoy.
Fund carries a fair dividend due
to yield cos in the portfolio.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/
YezqaAq5/
Buy zone depending on your
goals, situation and risk
tolerance:
$28-22

ETFS FOR ADDED
DIVIDEND
INCOME

FIRST TRUST NASDAQ
TECH DIVIDEND
TDIV
A global ETF investing across
growth and value stocks of
companies operating across
technology and communications.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/
PN7GcbOn/
Buy zone depending on your
goals, situation and risk
tolerance:
$39-29

WISDOMTREE QUALITY
DIVIDEND GROWTH
DGRW
Invests in companies across
multiple sectors that offer
fundamental quality and
dividend growth.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/
Nmsm27ZK/
Buy zone depending on your
goals, situation and risk
tolerance:
$45-37
https://www.tradingview.com/x/PC
ahZtbm/

WISDOMTREE
INTERNATIONAL
HEDGED DIVIDEND
GROWTH
IHDG
Invests in international
companies across multiple
sectors that offer fundamental
quality and dividend growth.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/
nca6l7um/
Buy zone depending on your
goals, situation and risk
tolerance:
$34-28

GLOBAL X YIELDCO
RENEWABLE
ENERGY
YLCO
Invests in stocks of companies
operating across utilities,
hydroelectric power generation,
electric power by solar energy, electric
power by wind alternative energy
resources, biofuels, independent
power and renewable electricity
producers, renewable electricity
sectors.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/YaAN
0vua/
Buy zone depending on your goals,
situation and risk tolerance:
$13.50-11

ADDITIONAL ETFS
FOR SECTOR &
INDUSTRY-BASED
INVESTING

ISHARES EXPANDED
TECH-SOFTWARE
IGV
Broad large cap tech fund for
added tech exposure. Very
volatile, but very strong long-term
trend. Would use in place of
SOXX or QQQ satellite position.

Buy zone depending on your
goals, situation and risk
tolerance:
$214-160

ARK NEXT GEN
INTERNET ETF
ARKW
Concentrated top performing managed
tech ETF. Broad definition of internet based
offers some diversification, but still volatile.
Can be used in place of SOXX or QQQ
satellite position.
Buy zone depending on your goals,
situation and risk tolerance:
$63-39 super wide range.

https://www.tradingview.com/x/5ieurvDi/
If holds $60, it might just be that strong
and can be bought in lower $60s. I would
need very good economic news to buy in
the low $60s, but in a bull scenario, that
area can be bought. Otherwise, $52 or
lower makes sense to me.

ISHARES NASDAQ
BIOTECH ETF
IBB
Biotech chart shows signs of a
breakout and new bull market after
long consolidation. This ETF
represents big biotech which might
not be explosive as small biotech,
but has more predictable cash
flow.
https://www.tradingview.com/x/aI
BtuL2T/
Buy zone depending on your goals,
situation and risk tolerance:
$125-90

ARK GENOMIC
REVOLUTION ETF
ARKG
A managed ETF with holdings in
smaller and mid cap biotech. A
very efficient way to have exposure
to explosive growth without single
stock risk.
Buy zone depending on your goals,
situation and risk tolerance:
$36-24
https://www.tradingview.com/x/nl4iT
dqi/
Another wide buy zone, but, seems to
have broken out above $35. I would
be inclined to nibble (ex-crashing at
the time) at $36 or sell cash-secured
puts if I wanted more biotech.

